
The Trellis Green Lawsuit: A Decade Later 
 
 
It has been about 12 years since then-assistant professor of economics Trellis G. Green filed suit 
against the University of Southern Mississippi and the Mississippi IHL, and a decade since that suit 
was settled.  Given the current state of affairs in USM’s College of Business, it seems fitting that 
USMPRIDE.COM presents a series on the Green lawsuit.  This is part 7 in that series. 
 
A Call for Vitae 
 
Part 6 in this series concluded with an interesting request filed by Green’s attorney, Kim Chaze, in 
January of 1997.  That request, inserted at the end of this issue, called for the defendants’ 
production of a number of CBA faculty vitae.  Green’s case was apparently built on a “lowest 
common denominator theory” of tenure and promotion, wherein one’s record simply has to be 
greater than only the weakest record to have received the award (tenure, promotion) that one is 
seeking.  Green wanted to show that his own record exceeded that of some of the people listed in 
his request for vitae. 
 
The George Carter Denominator 
 
As USMPRIDE.COM readers are aware, at the time Green filed the motion for vitae, EIB Chair 
George Carter had just completed the 12th year of his tenure track program.  Thus, Carter had been 
given the benefit of two times the usual period in order to qualify for tenure.  This has been 
reported on extensively at USMPRIDE.COM, as the headlines below point out: 
 

 
 

 
 
The first of these Special Reports on Carter’s 12-year tenure timeline presented a piece of Carter’s 
own bio from his SEDONA records.  That academic history timeline is shown below: 



 
 
The bio information was also presented in the following form in that original Special Report: 
 

 
 
Thus, Carter appears to have indeed consumed 12 years in his effort to qualify for tenure.   
 
The second Special Report on Carter’s 12-year tenure period included several details about his 
publishing record.  That Special Report tracked Carter’s annual and cumulative performance, using 
EBSCOhost and the CoB’s current journal rankings, in research (published journal articles) over the 
1979 to 1995 period.  The table from that report is included below: 
 

 



 
 
That report also offers a compelling conclusion regarding Carter’s use of 12 years to acquire tenure 
in the CBA: 
 

 
 
From the data compiled by USMPRIDE.COM investigators, it’s hard to imagine that Carter’s 
career timeline in the CBA would have done anything other than assist in Green’s lawsuit against 
Carter, CBA Dean Tyrone Black, USM VPAA David Huffman, USM President Aubrey Lucas, USM 
and the IHL. 
 
The next issue in this series will examine another of the “denominators” in this case. 
 
 
 



 



 


